Short list of hotels:

Hotel Albert 1er, http://www.hotel.albert1.com, (33) 561 211 791
This one is just in the heart of the city and is the best choice in Toulouse for BestAdvisor
It is 200 m away from a subway station that goes to IRAP.
The prices range from 79 to 119 euros, depending on the room you choose and the date (cheaper on sunday night, more expensive and may be already fully booked on Saturday night)

Hotel Riquet, http://www.hotelriquet.com, (33) 561 625 596
This one is 500 m from the heart of the city and is a very good choice in Toulouse from guests that used it
It is also 500 m away from a subway station that goes to IRAP.
The prices range from 54 to 90 euros, depending on the room you choose, but you have to say you are going to a workshop organized by CNRS to have these prices.

Hotel Terminus: http://www.terminus31.com/, (33) 5 61 62 44 78
Near the train station, the prices range from 63 to 87 euros for a single room.
Reaching IRAP from the hotels

Option 1: Take the Subway (~ 1.2 € per trip)

Closest station from:
- Hotel Albert 1er -> Jeanne d'arc ~ 300m
- Hotel Riquet -> Jean Jaurès ~ 600m
- Hotel Terminus -> Jeanne d'arc ~ 600m

Use line B “direction Ramonville St Agne”
stop at “Université Paul Sabatier” (~ 12-14mn)
or “Faculté de Pharmacie” (10-12mn), but pathway less easy to find
Reaching IRAP from the hotels

Option 2: Rent a bicycle “VélôToulouse”

- Rent a bicycle at one of the VélôToulouse stations spread around every 300 meters
- Follow the bike lane bordering the canal (red contour)
- Give the bike away at one of the stations nearby the workshop location.

The trip lasts 20-30 mn, depending on your sharpening (:-)
Reaching IRAP from the hotels

Option 3: Mixing Subway and Bicycle

VélôToulouse / subway stations practical to reach IRAP “Saint-Agne”, “Saouzelong”, “Rangueil”, “Faculté de Pharmacie”

but not “Université Paul Sabatier”!

The trip will last less than 30 mn, depending on your sense of direction (:-)

Option 4: Taxi

Only if it’s a question of life or death, about 15-20 €
VélôToulouse Rental conditions

You need a working plastic card with chip
(sliding cards only are not working)

Fares :

Deposit (withdrawn only in case of a problem) : 150 €
Admittance fee : 1 € per day
First 30 minutes : free
1/2 h to 1 h : 0.5 €
1 h to end of day : 1 € per hour

That should not cost you more than 1 € a day !